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A Brief Introduction to the Strong CP Problem

Dan-di Wu

Abstract

The present status of the strong CP problem is briefly reviewed in a heuristic way. A

crisis in EDMN calculation is explained. The equation of vacuum alignment obtained by

the author and collaborators last year put a constrair_t on strong CP parameters. Thus

the strong CP will be forced to vanish in one of the three scenarios characterized by axion,

zero quark mass. and vanishing quark condensate.
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I shall try to explain briefly the strong CP problem and its possible solutions.

The strong CP problem is a serious flaw of the standard model (SM), especially of its

strong interaction section. This problem has been attacked for 15 years. Some solutions

have been found, but none of them is conclusive. If it turns out that none of them works,

it might mean that there is a deep defect in our basic understanding of SM.

The electroweak section of SM with three generations of quarks may explain the ob-

served CP-violating process /,2L --* 2rr very well. The essential quantity that appears in

the calculation is the rephasing (vector-like) invariant 1 of the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix:

t = S_$2S3C1C2C3 sin& (1)

If the decay width of the kaon is proportional to S'_, then tile expected CP-violating

rate e = (KL --+ 2rr)/(Ks --+ 2rr) is about S2SaC1C2C3sinS. According to the present

knowledge collected from other experiments, this value is about 10 .3 , compared with the

experimental value of e = 2.7 x 10-3. It is remarkable that tile correct order of magnitude

of e can be obtained so easily.

In contrast to this success of the electroweak theory, tile possible strong CP-violating

effects--such as the electric dipole moment of the neutron (EDMN), described by the

allowed parameter 0 (to be defined later) .... have been ruled out to a very" high precision.

This requires 0 to be extremely small. The question of whv 0 should be so small is studied

under the title "Strong CP Problem."

Limited by space, let us concentrate on a QCD model with only one quark. The mass

term of the fermion is usually written as -_i;md,. Since QCD is part of SM and there is

CP violation in SM anyway, the following mass term is in general allowed:

where 7h = rne i:_O is called tlm fermion mass with a chiral phase, or sometimes, the

complex mass. Please be carefld not to confl_se 7h with the. effective conlplex mass of a

decaying particle, m. + i';, ;/2. The ;'5 part of Eq. (2) is P- and T-odd and is hermitian. The

intrusion of the new parameter 0 did not cause attention until the imp(wtanc(_ of another

term in the pure gauge part of rh(, QCD Lagrangian was notic('(t. 2':_ This t(,rm is called

the ._-term:

£o = oGd, (3)
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where

G'd- _ #V f, o0"

o ,,_._o.G_ '-'a. (4)3--7"

This term is also P- and T-odd. Furthermore, the two tern> are related by chiral rotation

due to the triangle anomaly. 4 That is, when

g, _ ¢',' = eia'r's/2 _, , (5)

we obtain

, = O' (6)e' ---' 40' _ + a, 0 _-+ = O - a.

Note that

0=o+0 (r)

will not be changed under chiral rotations. Therefore, it is irilp()ssi}_le to "'t_u'n away" CP

violation terms by a chiral rotation once E}is fixed. Besides, chiral rotation is not the

symmetry of the system. The general equivalence of the different Lagrangian related by

chiral i'()tation is under question, unless a corresponding adjllstm(mt (,f vH.(?uuiI-Iis nlade

(see later).

The qut,stion (_f what physical effects could be due to th_' ;,})_x-_, str(ing CP violation is

somehc_w sul_tl_,. Becmlse the strong CP-violating terms (I(_ n(_t ctlailge the flavors of the

quarks as th_. weak int,'raction does, then the strong CP vi(_lati(_Ii will certai111v not be the

leading cfff,ct i,, weak decays. Attention has beei1 focused (_,_ tlw t_I'(,c('ss ri --+ ").27and 011

EDMN: b(_th need P- and T-violation to happen. Since EDXIN hns }m_',l exp_'rin_entally

narrc,w('<t (t_,xvn t(, a v,:rv small IlUIllI,_er, it was clainl('_l tll;,t t}_,' ii_(,as,_r(,d t)(,ut(1 (m

ED.NIN placed a stringent bound on the value of 0. How,,v_,r. ttr(, ('_'l_,t_rat_,d calc_tlati(m to

.1,ttc j ,( .... EDhIN t_ 0 by Crewther et al. 5 (CDV\_ 7) has r_ce_ulv 1_,,(,,_criticized }_v Bam,r'_'e

Ct_att_'rg_'_'. and Xlitr;t _; and by Gupta. McKellar, and \V_. r T}_(' tt_'thod ()f CD\:W can

be sk_.tct_._d as fl)llows. They first shift 0 to tlw inass terne, s(, tt_at s_t_wficia.llv ;_II stI'()Itg

CP ('o_nes fr(mi tlm III&SS term. They theft _se the chiral t_(,rt_rlmti()_ tl_,,()rv (th,, c_u'r(,nt

algel_ia) to calc_flatc EDXI in ternts ()f 0. h_ d()illg s(). tit(, t,(,ssit,l(, c()i_,i)h'x Iii_tss _f tIw

neutron ca,_s_:rt by t};c c(m_t)lex mass ()f the coi_stituent q,_arks }_s x_,,t },('('II ('(_i_sist_,ntlv

}taitdl(.ct. P_ttin_ it s_ccixwt.lv, ther,, is _t risk tltat ttw final r_'._,_lt w_,_i(1 t;tk_' tt_(. f(Hl_wing

forni:

-\( ,_,.v/r,_.v )! ,r_.v 4-igrr-_..., + _,_,_F "_'" +-... ).V. (S)

lt S*:('IIt5 til_tt t}l_,I'_' is H i.-,... >iI_oCr_,,F *'t' t_.r_t i_ tills f,,r_l;,, wt_i,'}_ ,'_ t_,. i,t,'_tifi,'(t

;,,- EDXlN. H_,v,_.v_,r. tills i> f;,k,' },,,,';,_s,, t}_, ,',,,_,_,_(,t_ t_t_;x>,' ttit(' t,1_;_,',,' ,,f tit,' _Hs.,,) is



protected by a perturbative symmetry of tile original QCD-effective Lagrangian. This

phase will disappear if a suitable wave flmction of the neutron is chosen which satisfies the

Dirac equation with a complex neutron mass. Therefore, unless non-perturbative effects

are explicitly included, it is impossible to produce a non-zero EDMN.

Though the result of CDVW is criticized, it does not mean that the strong CP effects

do not exist. Common wisdom tells us that if we can establish a meaningful relation

among some theoretical parameters, such as mass and the strong CP parameters, these

parameters must not be redundant ones. They must have some effects. I shall introduce

you to such a relation called the equation of vacuum alignment (EVA) established by

Huang, Viswanathan, and \Vu s (HVW). If strong CP does contribute to EDMN, it is

expected, from a dimensional argument, that

EDMN _ e@rrz:v -.. 10-14/_ e" crn. (9)

To meet the experimental bound. 0 has to be extremely small:

0 < 10-_ (10)
f

Now let _ls discuss the pronlised equation of vacuum alignment. The EVA can be

(_btained by the use of invariance r_f the flumtional luM(.,r chiral transformation, as all

fermi<,n fi_'l<ts are int,,,<ratc(t (_lt in th,. fllIlcti(_i_al, lt reads

< G_; > = < '_'Li_,.f_;'p, + h.c. > ( 11 )

where r,ze '° is replaced by f,r. with g the Hig_s field mM f the "f, lkawa coupling constant.

Let us specify the vat,lure by tim fr,lh,win_ eq,latiotts:

1
I (za

< _:' >-< G_,,, >=0.. _. _.,/._,./_ >= 7)6"t _i, 0, _- ,-">= , (19)_.

witt_ C'_, t t_(_"(tvilau_ic_d c(m_h.:ls_,t,. (,f r},,' (ttiaik. Ne;{'(' P()Ii_; (ti_(',,._s,'(t this (tu_mtity iii tliis

se>sirm. By ctl(,(,sillg Cd t(_ }_,' r(.al all(t i_(._ati\'_., as I,'",t_1(' ,_s_ally (t(_. we act_lallv ('}l()<_s_'

ar}_ir.rary t)}l._ts_'all(t },(. I_(nl--z,.rr, ,.v(.I_ w}_.i_ /*/ --, (I. \\'}_'I_ _ ¢ (). v,'_' r_'Itr,lr'Ill;diz_' (7,t 1,\"



subtracting the contribution due to the current mass. With Eq. (12), Eq. (11) is expressed

at the tree level of tile Higgs interactions as

< GG >= mCdsin¢, (13)

where

m= lfly, f--IfeiOl, qS=4_f+a. (14)

Eq. (13) is the EVA of the question. Slightly different equation for light quarks only

has been found by CDVW and by 't Hooft 9 using low-energy effective theories of' QCD.

Unfortunately, their equation was not seriously considered in the calculation of strong CP

effects mentioned previously.

We find from EVA that the values of the phase of the mass _ are constrained (so is 0)

if 0 is fixed. The strong-interaction dynamics come into play in EVA as represented by Ca,

the dynamical condensate. Tile vacuum specification of Eq. (112) accompanies EVA and

makes it impossible to shift 0 arbitrarily without changing the phase of Cd at the same

time. As we pointed out before. I° it is impossible t,, shift the strong CP completely to

the 0-term without changing the condition of C'd being real at the same time. Different

Lagrangians related by chiral rotations are generally net eqt.ivalent unless corresponding

rotations of the vacuum are taken into account by changing the phase of Cd.

E\'A also provides three possible scenarios in which < GO > is forced to vanish.

The first is the famolls Pecc,,i-Quinn (PQ) scenario. :_The so-called PQ symmetry makes

",_s arbitrary parameter. In tiffs one-quark model the PQthe phase a of the It1_. field an

symmetry can })e reached bv one Higgs field. But when there are quarks with two different

electric chargers, two Higgs fields are needed to meet the PQ symmetry. One can then

always ch()ose (, t(_ make o = 0. A conseq, lence of PQ symmetry is the necessity of the

gh()st t_article called axi()n, 1_ which is a pseudo-scalar particle predicted but not found

aft_r an exllaustive ten-year search. "Invisible" axi(m Inodels have been invented, but they

are conlplicated arm ,mappealing.

The second sc_-'Itari() is 7_ = 0 (e.g., f()r th(_ u quark). Since there is no reason why the

u quark should not (,})tain a small nmss. ttlis sc,'nario is regarded as unnatural.

Th(' third scenari_, newly t)i't,t)(,s(,d t,v H\'W. is C',I = 0 (e.g., for a heavy quark -the

1_(_r t _tllark). ()f c()11rs(., th(' t (t,lark sh()_lld n()t })(, to() h(_avy, if we assume it i:_ the one

t_.) tak(:, th( _ r_st)oilsit_ilit5 .. Becmls(_ if _,_t is t(_(_ larg_', it will m(_(:,t the co_dition for the _t



at this conference. The third scenario needs phase transition in dynamical chiral symmetry

breakdown, when tile current mass of the quark increases to exceed a certain value. While

Cd for the light quarks must be non-zero as indicated by the success of the current algebra,

Cd might vanish when the current mass of the quark becomes too heavy. Proof of this

phase transition 12 requires a deep commitment to the strong interaction dynamics. The

solution of the strong CP problem (if there is a problem) probably lies in the dynamics of

QCD itself if the phase transition does exist.
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